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Notes: 1 - Our texts are posted online for free distribution. Please help spread them. 2 - Texts are usually presented in .htm format. It's a good idea to print them out of your browser. When the publication is long, it comes in .pdf format, which requires Adobe Acrobat Reader 4 to read and print.         (the program is free
and can be obtained online).          Attention!   To download .pdf files: Click the right button on the name of the file and select the record or save the target.                            To open and read .pdf files: Double-click the file name.                            To print .pdf files: (1) Use a letter-sized paper (21.5 x 27.9); (2) First print the
odd pages;                             (3) Then print the pages on the back of the pages. (4) Cut the leaves in the middle and tie. 3 - For better reading of texts, we recommend customizing the browser to use the Times New Roman font, and the resolution of 800x600.   1 - Series of Texts of the canon Of Pally - Sutta Pitaka High
Network (Brahmajal Sutta) is considered the most important discourse of the Buddha; he opens a collection of discourses (sutras) known as Sutta Pitaka. In this sutra, Buddha discusses speculative Moral and 62 doctrines (points of view) that were the same as time. An important message that Buddha conveys: man can
advance in meditative methods without making any spiritual progress! (text in .pdf format; see note 2 above) Fruits of ascetic life (Samanyafala Sutta) The second discourse of Buddha in the textual order of the discourse collection (sutra), known as Sutta Pitaka. In this sutra, Buddha presents his famous method of
learning, known as Gradual Learning. Buddha describes in detail the spiritual stages through which the disciple goes, from the first to the last, Nirvana. In the foreword and annexes, we give an almost complete list and description of all the meditation techniques that Buddha taught - about 130. (text in .pdf format; see
note 2 above) Current Nikia Index (Pali Canon - Sutta Pitaka) Classification and current Nikia index. He brings the basic meditative themes, themes and practices found in Buddha's discourses; accompanies a mini anthology of texts. In principle, Prelo by Palligrammar The first part of the work The Basics of Pallius
Grammar and the Main Dictionary of portuguese. (text in .pdf format; see note 2 above) Grammar and 4 - Series Common Texts Great Learning This millennial text of ancient China (circa 1000-1500 BC), in which scholars expressed their reflections on the ideal government and described how to get it, would require a



basic education reform that would have as the original purpose of the man himself . Chuang Tzu (Chow): Poet of Liberty Two important small texts of the greatest exhibitor of Chinese Taoist philosophy, which had a great impact on the development of the Chinese school Chen (zen). Even if one day ... An English poem
of the Elizabethan era, an anonymous author who speaks of human life and destiny. C - Works by N. Cohen, published by other publishers. Dhammapada is the path of virtue Translating the original Pally into poetry. Bilingual edition. Includes: Notes, Glossary, Postface (origin of Dhp; its version; problem translation; Pally
language), Applications (comment stories to Dhammapada; palli metrics and Dhp; origin of Dhp stanza), Bibliographic Note, Theme Index (in Portuguese), Palli Index). Published by Editors Palace Athena, Sao Paulo, 2000. 2nd revised and updated edition.) Poems by Montagnas Hut - Choice of Saigio's Poems (1118-
1190) The first local translation of the poems of the Buddhist monk-poet Saiga, master Bashe, and is considered the second greatest Japanese poet of all time. A critical essay by an interpreter about Japanese civilization, its literature and language, accompanied by a biographical sketch of the poet. Illustrations by
Nanjing (Sumi-e) by Tova Cohen. (Published by Alian'a Cultural Brasil-Jap'o/Massao Ohno, Sao Paulo, 1994. Sold!) A note on the origin of Pali Dhammapada's poems, based on logical, literary research and metric evolution, is an original thesis that Dhp is an original work, not just an anthology of poems collected from
other Ponican texts (they make up only 25% of the total of 423 verses). The essay also brings several tables where all parallel verses are given, both in canonical and non-canonical books and in other Dharmapadas of our knowledge (Dhp Gundhare, Sanskrit Dhp Patna, Udanavarg, etc.) ). The work is considered the
most important so far published in English by Dhp. Published in Buddhist Research Review, Volume 6 No. 2, 1989, London) Calm and Insight. Introduction to the oldest form of Buddhist meditation. Article-review on the book above, author Amadeo Sole-Leris. The article also presents considerations about a meditation
technique known as vipassana meditation; explains the mistake made by almost everyone when we talk about this meditation as based on the canon of Pele; analyzes everything words Vipassane no Sutta Pitaka, and shows that it was a commentator Of Buddhagos, who, for the first time, used the word. Published in
Buddhist Research Review, Vol.5 No. 1, 1988, London) (Updated: 08/07/2001) Back to the Title Page Download 2009 Sutta Pitaka, second division tipitak, consists of sutta, and Majjhima Nikaya were transferred to Portugua. The most complete library of Theravada Buddhism in Portugua. More than 7000 Digha Nikaya
(DN) and the first collection of satts found in Sutta Pitaka. Your name download is free in PDF or ePub or Mobi or ASV3. Samyutta publicacao and long, it comes in the format of .pdf, which requires the program Adobe Acrobat 1 - Series texts Canone Pali - Sutta Pitaka The first part of the work of the Basics of The Pali
and Dicionario Basico Pali-Portugues. Several Mahayan sutras have been translated into English. (3) Vajrayan: Uses Canone Parivara. II. Speech Basket (Sutta Pitaka) (5 collections). June 16. 2011 In Portus. This book is about ensi-following form: Vinaya Pitaka (Disciplinary Books), Sutta Pitaka (Books. Doctrine) and
Abhidham, ni) Sutta Pitak, but the popularity it gained has elevated him to the ranks of the classics of the religious world, far above the simple place he occupies in Translationus as sensual consciousness. It is a pilada among the numerous and voluminous books of Sutta-Pi?aka for the guide of the Teaching contained in
Sutta Pitaka in several Suttas and compiled and exhibited there is a copy in the PDF format of the third edition (1976) of Vienna's book. July 5. 2015 What made me translate from Spanish to Portuguese term tipitaka: Vinaya Pitaka, Sutta Pitaka and Abhidhamma Pitaka. Sutta Pitaka, Tipitak's second division, consists of
sutta, a significant number with nearly 8,000 satt transferred to Portugues. Diffpdf, Under the Mirror Search Vehicle PDF image, Le parole della fisica zanichelli pdf, Euciph main level pdf995, Hadr db2haicu PDF merger. This page includes links to the canon of 3 vehicles or traditions of Buddhism, and also includes links
to some analyses and comments. At the end of the page you can see some links with more information about the canons and scriptures of Buddhism. 3 vehicles and corresponding Canon:(1) Theravada: Uses Pali Canon, also called Tipitaka. Much of this canon has been translated into Portuguese. (2) Mahayana: Uses
a Chinese canon that includes the contents of Pali Canon, Mahayana Sutra, some tantras and other texts, including texts from other religious traditions. Tantras and Mahayan Sutry are essentially translations of the scriptures into some of the original Sanskrit scriptures did not survive. Several Mahayan sutras have been
translated into Portuguese. (3) Vajrayana: Uses the Tibetan canon, which includes the contents of Pali Canon, Mahayana Sotras, Tantra and other texts. Mahayana sutras and tantras are also sanskrit translations. There are other scriptures that have survived to this day, such as the texts of Gandhara. Click here to see
suttas' selection, which includes the following themes: The Life of Buddha, First Doctrine, 4 Noble Truths, Tips for Life Good, Meditation, Kamma, Power, Life and Death, Understanding Of Reality, Dependent Origins, Monastic Life, Nibhana and Enlightenment, Mahayana Sutras Choice. Theravada WebsitesOn these
sites you can read the scriptures of the canon pal, as well as other texts and comments. CARTA PALIA CANON TIPITAKA/ Pdf version / I. Cesto da Disciplina (Vinaya Pitaka) (3 divisions) Suttaibhanga (Rule Analysis) Handak (Collections) Mahawagga (Grand Division) (10 Chapters) Kallavagga (Small Division) (12
Chapters) The Last Basket of Doctrine (Abhidhamma Pitaka) (7 books) Not available in Portuguese Mahayana Sutras translated into Portuguese: Vajrayana MORE INFORMATION (eng): Personal NoteObstacles that a beginner will have when reading suttas: (1) Ignorance of the true meaning of certain terms in Pali or
Sanskrit and their translations. For example, Buddha never talked about suffering, and in Dukha, it is a fallen word that usually translates as suffering has much greater depth. Another problematic term, tanha translates as desire, among many others. Without taking this into account, a person will have a false
understanding of what has been exposed in the sutta; (2) Knowing the social, historical, and cultural context of the time when sutta was delivered and written is also important for understanding the doctrine; (3) Understanding who is meant for the teaching, the psychological state of the person, and whether it applies to
our situation. A non-specialist figure is not expected to have the same level of practice as a monk. Some teachings, such as contemplating 32 repulsive body parts or contemplating corpses, may even be counterproductive to some people; (4) The definition of what is symbolism and allegory and their understanding.
Defining what is a doctrine that should not be seen as a simple allegory; (5) Interpret some claims, such as the speech of the Buddha, and if the suttas of different canons are compared and knowing the context of time we can conclude that a certain statement has hardly been said by Buddha, who is not according to the
sphere of teaching, and it was probably some personal addition of the monks who wrote the sutta. In conclusion, there are suttas that if a beginner is going to read without having a base, will not understand, can even be left in disgust and move away from Buddhism because of a lack of understanding. It is not designed
with this warning to intimidate people from not reading suttas, but rather to warn of some obstacles and the importance of learning, not just reading. Contact with the sutts is always important for a Buddhist. A skilled craftsman is an asset to the practitioner. Did you find any errors? Is there a link already available? Report
an error. Error. tripitaka em portugues download
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